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Crystallization
Morphogenesis
Natural self-assembly
Synthetic DNA self-assembly
DNA

Base pairs

Single strand

GAAGTTTGCCGTTAGAACGTGTAATCCGCTTTGTTAAGACCCCCGTCTAAGCA
Sticky ends
Sticky ends
[Wei, Dai, Yin 2012]
DNA tiles

[Seeman 1982]
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abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) [Winfree 1998]
Temperature 2
Sierpinski triangle
DNA Sierpinski triangles
[Papadakis, Rothemund, Winfree 2004]:
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Binary counter
DNA binary counters

[Evans, 2014]
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aTAM is “capable”

What is a “capable” model of self-assembly?
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\[ \Theta(log(N)) \quad \Theta(N) \]

Tile types:
\[ O(log(N)/\log\log(N)) \]
\[ \Omega(log(N)/\log\log(N)) \] for most N

[Rothemund, Winfree 2000]
[Adleman et al. 2001]
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Temperature 2 can do \textit{cooperative bonding}.
Computation uses cooperative bonding:

Is this required?
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Can an augmented temperature-1 aTAM be computationally universal?

Yes, several ways.
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Is a seed necessary for some results?

no spurious nucleation

universal computation?

efficient shape construction?
Is a seed necessary for some results? No!
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There is a temp-2 system not simulated by any temp-1 system.

Specifically: [Meunier et al. 2014]
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